Abstract-In this work we present AppropinQuo, a flexible and configurable emulator for embedded platforms with approximate memory. The emulator includes models of the effects of approximate memory circuits and architectures, that depend on the internal structure and organization of the cells. The ability to emulate a complete platform, including CPU, peripherals and hardware-software interactions, is particularly important since it allows to execute the application as on the real board, reproducing the effects of errors on output. In fact, output quality is related not only to error rate but it also depends on the application, implementation and its data representation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern digital systems, memory represents a significant contribution to overall system consumption [1] . This is mainly going in parallel with the increasing performance of computing platforms, which put under stress memory bandwidth and capacity. Applications as deep learning, high definition multimedia, 3D graphic, contribute to the demand for such systems, with added constraints on energy consumption.
Techniques for reducing energy consumption in SRAM and DRAM memories have been proposed in many works. A class of very promising approaches, generally called approximate memory techniques, is based on allowing controlled occurrence of errors in memory cells [2] . Although errors may degrade quality of output results, the effects can be tolerated by many applications, known as ETAs (error tolerant applications) [3] .
In approximate memories, errors are allowed by design and are non-negligible for the software application. Their presence is the result, in general, of design implementations introduced to significantly reduce energy consumption [4] , [5] , [6] . Different strategies can be actively used in order to reduce energy consumption introducing approximation: in SRAM, for example, supply voltage scaling can be applied [7] , [8] ; while in DRAM refresh rate can be reduced or completely disabled [9] , [10] , [4] , since the refresh operation degrades performance and wastes energy (e.g. when the system is in standby mode, it can reach up to 50% of total power consumption [1] ).
II. RELATED WORKS AND CONTRIBUTION
Emulators of embedded system platforms, including hardware-software interactions, are considered fundamental tools to support the design and optimization flow. During the first design phases, they provide the ability to explore different architectures and ideas, allowing to collect data regarding functionality, performance, energy consumption, with reduced development cost and time compared to physical prototypes. This is true for functional and performance emulators [11] , [12] , energy consumption emulators [13] , [14] and fault emulators [15] , [16] .
Even if emulators including faults in memory units have already been developed, the fault models are not specific to the area of approximate memories and many effects of approximate memory circuits and architectures cannot be emulated using general fault models.
The contribution of the work described in this paper with respect to [17] is: (a) to present a complete implementation for modeling approximate SRAM; (b) to add DRAM models for approximate memories; (c) to add bit dropping models for SRAM and DRAM; (d) to add ECC protected cells models. These models include the ability of emulating the effects of different approximate designs and implementations, which depend on the internal structure and organization of the cells. By exploring the design space and its effects on output, a complete characterization of the application is possible, allowing the determination of the trade-off between saved energy and output quality.
III. ERROR INJECTION MODELS FOR APPROXIMATE

MEMORIES
AppropinQuo is an extension of QEmu [11] , which is a generic and open source emulator of hardware architectures capable of running different operating systems. In AppropinQuo we developed specific units to model approximate memories inside the architecture; in particular the approximate memory model is implemented as a QEmu MemoryRegion, mapped in the I/O memory space, that receives faults according to the error injection models. These error models take into account the techniques proposed and the circuital implementations for approximate DRAM and SRAM. Reducing refresh rate in DRAMs and allowing errors is a strategy for reducing power consumption that has produced many research works in the field of approximate memories [1] , [5] , [10] . The effects of these techniques at bit level can vary depending on DRAM architectures and will be discussed in Section III-A. As regards SRAMs, the techniques are more varied and applied at circuit level [7] , [8] , [18] . In general, energy reduction is obtained by scaling supply voltage, but the effects at bit level can be different, depending on circuit design. They are described in Section III-B.
Along with technology dependent models, some techniques specifically proposed for approximate memories work at architectural or logic level. They will be discussed in Section III-C and III-D.
A. DRAM orientation dependent models
DRAM memory cells use a single transistor and a single capacitor to store a bit, represented as charge on the capacitor. Lowering the refresh rate of DRAMs determines that the charge loss induced by leakage current will proceed until discharge. The effects on bit value depend on the DRAM circuit architecture, that we discuss briefly.
In DRAM, single cells are organized in arrays (memory banks) and are connected to an equalizer and a sense amplifier (Fig. 1 ). Being differential, every sense amplifier is connected to two bitlines in order to determine whether the charge of one of them can be interpreted as logical 0 or 1: when a bitline is activated, the other holds the reference precharge voltage (V DD /2). The sense amplifier architecture, which is a specific manufacturer design choice, determines the DRAM cells orientation. In particular the following implementations exist:
• true-cells: cells store a logical value of '1' as V DD and a logical value of '0' as 0V ; • anti-cells: cells store a logical value of '0' as V DD and a logical value of '1' as 0V ; • mixed-cells: a combination of both true-cells and anticells. Fig. 1 . DRAM true cell and anti cell. Source: [19] When lowering refresh rate, the corresponding charge loss appears, at logic level, as a bit flip, whose orientation depends on the internal DRAM array structure. In particular, the following errors can emerge and are implemented in our model:
• true-cell error model: when a cell loses charge, a '1' to '0' bit flip is observed;
• anti-cell error model: when a cell loses charge, a '0' to '1' bit flip is observed; • mixed-cell error model: both '1' to '0' and '0' to '1' bit flip occurs. Each error model is characterized by an error probability (fault rates p 01, p 10 are defined respectively for the emulation of true-cell and anti-cell error effects). The probability distribution is assumed uniform in the array of cells, as showed in many works (e.g. [20] ), and expressed as an error rate (errors per second per bit).
B. SRAM models SRAM approximate memories are designed with aggressive supply voltage scaling. In SRAM bitcells, read and write errors are caused by low read margin (RM) and write margin (WM) [21] . Since process variations affect RM and WM in opposite directions, the corner defines which is the critical margin (i.e. the slowfast (SF) corner makes the bitcell write critical, the fastslow corner makes it read critical). Under voltage scaling, WM and RM are degraded, increasing read and write bit error rates (BERs). The degradation is in general abrupt (BER increases exponentially at lower voltages), but techniques have been proposed to make such degradation graceful [22] .
Given this behavior, our model implements an error on access mechanism, which happens when a cell is activated to perform a read or write operation. Depending on the access we distinguish three kind of errors:
• Error on write: introduced during a write operation, the bit stored in the cell is flipped with respect to the bit coming from the data bus; • Destructive error on read: introduced during a read operation, the bit stored in the cell is flipped and passed to the data bus (both cell and data bus contain the corrupted bit); • Non-destructive error on read: introduced during a read operation, the bit stored in the cell is not corrupted during the operation, but it is flipped when passed to the data bus. For each one of these access errors, a uniform probability distribution in the array of cells is assumed, expressed as error per access.
C. Bit dropping fault model
Bit dropping is a bit-level technique which consists in completely disabling some memory bitlines. The approach showed to be interesting since cells can be completely powered off or even omitted [8] . The dropped bitlines correspond to a certain number of LSBs in each word, starting from the consideration that the impact of errors is exponentially lower for smaller bit weights. The technique is transversal and can be applied in both SRAM and DRAM memory circuits (e.g in [8] for SRAM memory cells, the drop signal disables the precharge circuit during read and write operations; while in DRAMs, for dropped bitlines, the refresh operation is completely disabled).
In our model, bit dropping is implemented as follows:
• in SRAMs, when a word in memory is read or written and the bit dropping is enabled, a given number of LSBs is set always to '0'. • in DRAMs, when a word in memory is read or written and the bit dropping is enabled, a given number of LSBs is set to '0' or '1' depending on memory cell orientation distribution.
D. Looseness level and models
Bit level approximate techniques have been introduced in order to exploit the exponential weight that bits assume in data words. In [8] selective voltage scaling is proposed in order to modulate error rate, at the cost of an increase in circuit complexity; in [23] DRAM banks are reorganized and refresh rate modulated in order to obtain a similar effect. From the results, the technique appears effective, but the effectiveness is dependent on the microprocessor ISA and its data representation and organization in memory.
In order to support the emulation of bit level techniques, we have inserted the concept of looseness level and looseness mask in AppropinQuo. The looseness level allows to define a 32-bit configurable mask (constant for the whole memory array) that is applied to every 32-bit word in memory. Its scope is the selective protection of bits from faults (i.e. the MSBs). Bits within a word are not affected by faults when the corresponding bit in the looseness mask is set to zero (i.e. with a looseness mask set to 0x0FFFFFFF, the 4 MSBs are exact, while the 28 LSBs are affected by faults). The structure of the looseness mask allows to effectively tune approximation at bit level for 32-bit, 16-bit and 8-bit data. The technique introduces a new level of freedom in the design space, that can be explored in search of a better energy-quality trade-off.
E. ECC protected cells models
Error correcting code (ECC) is a technique widely used for designing robust memories. ECC corrects both read and write errors and has been proposed in approximate memories as: (1) a uniform ECC that equally protects all bits [24] ; (2) a selective ECC (SECC), that mitigates failures only on MSBs, that have a stronger impact on quality [25] . SEEC techniques in union with bit dropping have been demonstrated to be particularly interesting, since check bits can be taken from unused (dropped) LSBs, thus saving area and energy [8] .
In order to explore ECC and SECC techniques for approximate memories, we implemented the class of Single Error Correction (SEC) codes of (n, k) Hamming codes, where k is the number of the information bits (i.e., protected) and n is the code length (information bits plus check bits). Other kind of codes, as BCH and ReedSolomon, suffer from larger complexity, which makes them impractical for error-tolerant applications [26] .
IV. RESULTS
As a case study, we show the impact of approximation techniques on a signal processing application (digital FIR filtering). Due to space constraints, we report results derived from a limited number of approximate memory architectures and configurations. The digital FIR filter (100 taps) has been implemented using 32-bit integer arithmetic. The input buffer, output buffer and internal tap registers have been allocated in approximate memory. As for the underlying hardware platform, an x86 based system was configured as target architecture. Fig. 2 shows the output SNR, with respect of the exact case, for an approximate DRAM memory. In the hypothesis of a circuit consisting of true-cells, different error rates and looseness levels are explored. For example, an error rate of about 10 −3 is obtained in case of a 60x increase in refresh period [5] . The figure also shows that the looseness level can be used in order to rise SNR orthogonally to error rate, at the cost of keeping some bits exact. As expected in this application, each exact bit as an impact of +6dB on SNR. Table I reports the output SNR in case of an approximate SRAM memory. The SRAM are explored in two corners, one containing only error on read (EOR) and the other only error on write (EOW). In this case, due to the access pattern of the application, it is possible to note that the EOW case produces higher SNR than the EOR case. Again, by modulating looseness level, higher SNR values can be obtained. Table II reports the output SNR in case of bit dropping. The results show that the LSB dropping is an energy-wise approach in case of high BER (as can happen in case of V DD scaling at voltages below the minimum operating voltage), since it completely eliminates the energy associated with dropped bitlines.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an emulator for embedded platforms with approximate memory, that includes error injections models derived from approximate memory circuits proposed in literature for DRAMs and SRAMs. Given an application, it is possible to explore the impact of memory errors and approximate memory techniques on its output, discovering the relation between memory errors and output quality. The fault We showed, as case study, the the impact of approximation techniques on a signal processing application, producing a figure of output degradation dependent on memory technology, error rates, looseness level. The exploration allows to select the point of work of approximate techniques, dependent on accepted output quality. As future work, the introduction of an energy consumption model for approximate memories in the emulator will allow to explore and directly determine the energy-quality tradeoff of a given combination of application and hardware platform.
